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Paperback Purgatory

The llew year starts with impending Changes, As you will
see from the adver-ts elsewhere in this issue, PAPERBACK
INFERNO is looking tor a new editor,

I took over tram Joseph Nicholas with issue 55 in August
1985 - t.his is now #94 which means that by the time 1
depart I will have been at the helm tor·· 40 or more
issues, 1 think it's well time I stepped down to give
someone else a chance to tackle the magazine: tor one
thing, I have other interests and plans I've put on the
back-boiler for t.oo long, and for another - well, with the
best will in the wo.-ld you get stale and 1 teel that the
magazine - and its place in the overall BSFA scheme of
things - will benetit greatly tram some new ideas,

Who are we looking tor? Someone with the eqUipment and
commit tmen t to produce the magazine to as high a
standard as possible, <And if 1 can do it, with my
Amstrad PCW and limited layout skills, there must be
scores of you out there who can do the same, and better,)
Someone who will mee t deadlines and make sure tha t the
camera-ready copy is delivered to the printers on time
every two months, Someone who can organise distribution
of books for review to the team at reviewers, and liase
with publishers t.o mal,e sure tha t review copies of
relevant books are received,

You don't have to already have an extensive list of
con tocts in the publishing war Id to be able to do this, by
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Review copies of prot essional, semi-professional
and small-press magazines in the SF/Fantasy
fields are welcome - fiction/criticism only: we
can't cover fanz1nes - but please direct them to
"PAPERBACK INFERNO" ra ther than the editor
personally,
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the way: when I took over I knew very little abou t tha t
side at t.hings and it's worked pret ty smoothly - the
major problems arise when publishers get taken over by
larger conglomerates! And while there's a lot of postage
to get involved with - better be on good terms with your
local postal deliverer - the BSFA will handle your postal
and production expenses

I've found working on PI the most enjoyable and rewarding
of all my activities with the BSFA, and it's certainly
made me a lot of friends (and I hope not too many
enemies , , ,), 11 you are interested in the Job, please
contact the BSFA Co-ordinator, KEV HCVEIGH. 37 Firs Road,
Milnethorpe. CUllbria, LA7 7~ with information about
yourself and what you'd like to do with PI: if you want
to find out anything from me first, you're very welcome
to drop me a line,

11 you're in teres ted bu t unsure: remember tha t the way
I've operated PI 1s not necessarily the way the magazine
has to be run "My" version of the magazine has been very
different from that 0; my predecessor or that of Phil
Stephenson-Payne, who started the magazine in the first
place as "Paperback Parlour", And I will of course be on
hand to g1ve what. help and advice 1 can to the new
editor,

A couple at news items which may be of interest make up
for lack 0; a "proper" editorial. This morning as r write
the paper arrives with news tha t MACDOliAW, the MAXWELL
COMMUNICATION CORPORATION-owned group which includes
Fu tura and Sphere, paperback publishers of some of
Stephen King's books, as well as Arthur C, Clarke, Bob
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COMPETITION CORNER

Last issue's "Stephen King"
competition was won by P. ELLI5, TOM
Fll.BY (I amiliar names? - well there
a,'e another 900+ 01 you out there to
break their monopoly!> and BEVERLEY
SCffiERJlS, who each receive copies 01

FOUR PAST MIDNIGHT and THE STEPHEN
KING QUIZ BOOK kindly dona ted by New
English Library.

Two books from llIE WOMEN'S PRESS
are on offer this month. It was
recently announced that CAROL
EMSHll.LER won the 1991 World Fan tasy
Award for her collection THE SrART
OF THE END OF IT All, which The
Women's Press published in 1990. We
have three copies of this, as well as
Suzy Mckee Charnas' THE VAMPIRE
TAPESrRY. which will appear in March
this year. A11 you have to do 'is
answer the folloWing questions:

1) Name another book by Carol
Emshwiller published by The Women's
Press.

2) The WOllen's Press published two of
Suzy Mckee Charnas' novels in a
single volume in 1989. Name one of
these novels.

"file
\huJpire
l~peslry

by
Suzy McKee ClmrrHls

Utlcorru,~1i priXI/ copy
on profl/",t ptlptr IJnd

tll~ prnpeN] of Ihe 'tlbtifhcr
GIltI IIoI/or sole

Th~ Wnm<:Il'S rrcs~

[Hint: copies of
Index covering
available for
envelope and 75p

the PAPERBACK n~FERNO

isues 77 93 are
a self-addressed

in stamps . .. )

Entries to be sent to the PI
editorial address by the copy-date
indicated elsewhere in this issue.

back up a
already been

local "smials" and Post Oft ices \ to
commemorat.ive st.amp book). There has
extensive press coverage 01 the centenary.

I've just time to cast an eye over Alex Hamilton's annual
(j'UARDIAN SltrVey 01 the top 100 paperback I'as tsellers of
1991. Not that there's a lot to inspire a science fiction
readership, or a writer wanting to make lots of money out
of sf. Only one of ficially-classified SF novel makes the
list: the tv-inspired BETTER THAN LIFE by Grant Naylor
which is 60th in the list. Of related genres, top is
Stephen King's FOUR PAST MIDNIGHT: the 13th fastest
selling book published this year. King 0150 appears later
on in the list with the revised THE STAND (44) and MISERY
(71). James Herbert is 19th, with CREED AND David Eddings
45th with RUBY KNIGHT. It's been a good year for Terry
Pratchett, who is at 47 with MOVING PICTURES, 61 with
GOOD OMENS (in collaboration of course with Neil Ga1man)
and at 76 with DIGGERS. (Sales of his ''names'' books may
well i'lcrease due to the current tv adaptation 01

TRlfCKERSl. Thel'e's a mysterious Stephen Donaldson book
(classified as ???) at 95 (GAP INTO CONFLICT> and Jean
Auel's prehistoric saga THE PLAINS OF PASSAGE just
scrapes in at 99. And apart from a few of Dean R.
Koontz's marginal "crossover" thrillers (THE BAD PLACE
(27); SERVANTS OF TWll.IGHT (56) and SHADOWFIRES (58) that
looks like it.

So wha t are people reading? Well, the top ten are GOLDEN
FOX (Wilbur Smith>, WOMEN IN HIS LIFE (Barbara Taylor
Bradford), THE WINGLESS BIRD (Catherine Cookson), LONGSHOT
<Dick Francis), DADDY (Danielle Steel>, THE Gll.LYVORS
(Catherine Cookson>, MEMORIES OF MIDNIGHT (Sidney
Sheldon), LADY BOSS \Jackie Collins), CIRCLE OF FRIENDS
(Maeve Binchy> and SEPTEMBER (Rosamund Pilcher) with WEB
OF DREAMS by Virginia Andrews and THE BOURNE ULTIMATUM
\Robert Ludlum) filling the slots between them and
Stephen King. In short, pretty much the same as last year
and the year before, with sagas and thrillers being the
mainstay of the reading public.

1992 is TOLKIEN year. The Centenary seemed to at I icially
open with a an analysis on the Radio 4 Bookshelf
programme by Humphrey Carpenter. Tolkien's biographer.
where he 01 fered the backhanded compliment that Tolkien
was a dead-end in litera ture because Tolkien I ans read
nothinfl bu t his books. This seems to have annoyed one or
two Tolkien 'ans: certainly, there's a case lor making the
I'ormer s ta temen t bu t I have daub ts abou t the la t ter. I
think it's more likely t.hat there are a great numbers at
people who read nothing but Tolkien-influenced fantasy
and gaming books - l~i tholl t having actually read the much
more interesting wOl'ks at the man without whom the genre
may not have existed in the lirst place.

Shaw, and Paul McAuley, among many others, has gone into
administrat.ion atter three years of losses. At the moment,
the future of the company is obViously insecure, although
in teres t is being shown by other publishers. This news
was gleaned from THE GUARDIAN. 11 th January, in a
remarkably silly ar·ticle which concentrated on the fact
that Macdonald also pUblish Enid Blyton's "NOddy" books.

Na turally, Tolkien '5 publishers GRAFTON, have responded to
the centenary with new editions of the major works
impressively illustrated by Alan Lee and various
peripherals such as a calendar, the TOLKlEN DIARY, the
HOBBIT BIRTHDAY BOOK, and the TOLKIEN FAMILY ALBUM by his
children John and Priscilla. I asked Mary Butler, the
editor in charge of the Tolkien operation, if there was
not a limited amount of mileage in the repackaging 01'
books which ever"yone appears to have already, but
apparently not: sales are going well - have doubled in
some cases - and the market for books about Tolkien and
his world appears bouyant. Grafton are, I believe,
supporting the centenary with various promotions,

-although due to the simple inability of two people to be
at the right ends of a telephone system at the same time
before this section had to be written, I have been unable
to find out. The Tolkien Society have organised a
travelling exhibi tion which will appear in libraries
throughout the country. as well as at events organised byI --=-__....:...- _
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Encounters

Isooc Asinlov - - TIlE ASIMOV CHRONICLES <Vols I • 2:
edited by M. H. Greenberg> (Legend, 1991, 485pp/351pp,
£8.99 e8ch)

(Reviewed by Andy Sawyer)

Asimov is by few st8ndards a great writer (but see
later>: arguably hardly a good one. The faults of this
collection, however. are mainly due to its editor (M.H.
Greenberg> and publisher. Despite that first sentence. I
read it with great appreciation.

It's 0 celebrotory two-volume trade poperbock
collection of 50 years of Isa8c Asimov with one item for
each year of his coreer from 'Marooned of f Vesta' «939)
to '1 Love Little Pussy' (1988): the copyright d8te of the
collection is 1989. It's a good idea, but beors the morks
of being yarked up to fit the preconceived structure.
Many of the stories are hardly scarce and don't really
need another reprinting: others seem to be put in becouse
there redly wosn't much else for thot ye8r. Didn't Asimov
write 8nything better thon 'My Son, The Physicist' In
1962? A dirty limerick? A shopping list? And 8S for 'Light
Verse' <1973>, this is re8l slush-pile m8terial. (There are
also two non- fictional pieces, three inclUding the spoof
'Thiotimoline and the Space Age, but this is no b8d thing:
8g8in, see la ter.>

Why. in 8 celebr8tory collection is there no
in troduc tion? Even if no tes to the stories migh t h8 ve
been uneconomic, surely it would hove been no bother to
give their origin8l public8tion sources with the copyright
citings? L8stly, you ore osked to pay 2p short of £18 for
a collection full of minor typogrophicol errors; stronge
punctuation, misspellings, dropped letters, often sever8l
to a page, some of which wrecks the grommar and meaning
of the sentences. Would you buy 0 shirt with the some
degree of foulty workmanship?

I emphosise this becouse Asimov deserves better.
As a representotive collection of his stories, it's

good. The robot stories - 'Cotch That Robot', 'Evidence'
ond poradoxes like 'The Red Queen's Roce' ore, together
with more sc1encefictional toles like 'The Mortion Woy'
and 'The Ugly Little Boy' Asimov ot his most
chorocteristic ingenious puzzles or stories which
present (os the bock cover soys) owe ond wonder ot the
physicol universe. Not Clorke's ecstotic owe: Asimov's
re8C tion is essen tiolly urbone; the word "deligh tOO fits
be t ter. Asimov's writing is tho t of 0 m8n who ponders
long ond hord obou t 0 concept 8nd then concludes "So
that's how it works". R8rely other th8n crude, his
chorocter1s8tion is stroight pulp, even his robots 8re
mechonic81 lumps of tronsistors ond condensors, yet there

is heort ot the centre of his porodoxes. The subtextuol
interpretotion of Robots=Blocks moy be outdoted, even
offensive todoy but it wos admirobly liberal at the time
of writing 8nd misonthropic Suson Colvin remoins his best
chorocter with her "You just con't differentiote between 0

robot ond the very best of humons" ('Evidence'> 0 wry
comment on the foible of humonkind. The initiol premise
of 'Feminine Intuition' is very ideologicolly unsound 
but notice how Colvin sarcosticolly turns that premise
heod-over-heels.

The "puzzle" nature of Asimov's stories is central.
P8rticularly in the second volume with its high proportion
of "Black Widowers" and "George and Azozel" stories. he
writes tricky toles whose solutions ore as likely to
hinge on a verbal quibble or a literory ollusion than 0

sc1entific concept. When he incorporates this sensibility
into a long novel, more often than not the result is
unstoble Whimsy. In short stories, os here, more often
then not the whimsicolity is delightful (th8t word 8goin>.
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Whot comes out of this collection is thot Asimov is
not 0 greot writer. But he's possibly more thon thot: he's
8n essentiol writer. Asimov opens up the chonnels of
gre8tness to people who would otherwise run 8 mile ot
things like the thought of discussing the scientific
b8ckground to Shokespeore's poetry ('Bill ond I'). His SF
is the science fiction of scientific ideos rother th8n
gOdgetry or worldbullding ond is 811 the better for this,
while his f8cility for creoting omusing toles on the
flimsiest of foundations is ostonishing. Time ofter time,
I finished one of these stories with the feeling thot "I
liked th8t". Asimov moy be on institution, complete with
self-deprectotory egotism, but reolly, doesn't he deserve
to be'?

Ellen Dotlow <Bd.> - - ALIEN SEX (Grofton, 1991. 333pp,
£3.99)
Michele Slung <Bd.> - - 1 SHUDDER AT YOUR TOUCH (Roc,
1991, 379pp, £4.99)

(Reviewed by Chris Hort)

Fnaar! Fnas,-! I was lucky. These two 'sex' anthologies
londed on my doormat wropped in plain brown paper
wr opping, but you'll have to su It er the embarressment in
Waters tones when they catch your eye on the top-shelf.
However, if you are expecting titillation from these
books, you'd better look elsewhere, becouse they both
contain thoughtfUl, challenging 8nd 01 ten disturbing
meditotions on sexuality. The bulk of the stories owe
more to Freud end Jung than the Kama Sutro. Most of
their psychological theories have slipped into (dare I
say) the collective consciousness of the 20th century and
I expect most readers will recognise the more accessible
theories illustrated in stories such as 'The Jamesburg
Incubus', a story of narrow-minded sexuol repression with
o ''Freudian dimension", in ALIEN SEX, and 'Psychpomp', a
metaphoric retrospection thot ultimotely returns to the
womb, from I SHUDDER Ill' YOUR TOUCH.

In I SHUDDER .... Slung has gathered together an
eclectic bunch of authors, inclUding 0 couple of
moinstream heavy-weights, os well as major names from
the horror genre. Steven King's 'The Revelations of
'Becka Poulson' is the crowd-pUlling opener. Its typical
small town mor8lity satire that never improves on its
highly suspenseful beginning. Jonathan Corroll's 'A
Quorter Post You' is a personal fovourite, thot observes
the interpersonol beheviour of 0 couple who take
pillow-talk fantasies beyond the bedroom. The brooding
violence behind the mosk of innocence genuinely put the
willies up me (if you excuse the expression). Corroll
avoids the over-active viscero of Clive Barker's
'Jacqueline Ess: Her Will ond Testament' and Robert
A1ckman's startling 'The Swords', yet still manoges to
shock. In the preface Slung mokes the point thot sex is
implica ted within all horror, and alweys has been. To
underline this she includes some pre-1940's stories, of
which 'Ho'w Love Came to Professor Guildea', written by
Rober t Hitchens a t the turn of the cen tury, is the bes t.
Told mainly through dialogue, it is an eerie tale of 0

sceptic trying to find humanity and he loses himself in
the process

ALIEN SEX is an SF anthology with sex as its theme,
bu t it occosionolly wonders into horror. Because SF was
squeamiSh about overtly sexual themes until the
libera tion of the 60 's, Da tlow is working within 0

narrower brief; the ~ldest piece in the collection is
Phil1p Jose Farmer's dreary Wi!l1om Burroughs pastiche
'The Jungle Rot on the Nod', first published in 1968.
Despite the relative noivety, the SF anthology is



(Reviewed by Steven Tew)

Keith Brooke KEEPERS OF THE PEACB
(Corgi, 1991, 252pp, L3 .99)

Jed Brindle, native of the independent space colonies, is
a soldier in the Extraterran Peacekeeping Force.
EqUipped with cyborg implants, he is a human killing
machine and, as part of a small group of fellow 'EPs', he
is sent to Earth to combat terrorism in what used to be
the USA. Their mission to kidnap a top military expert
goes wrong, and Jed finds himself leading his prisoner
and two wounded comrades across the Dust Bowl Desert.
Jed's narrative of these events is interwoven with diary
extracts, news reports and interviews tracing his call
up and progress in the EPF.

Future War is a common and popular theme in sf,
but Brooke eschews its false glamour and entertainment
value, creating a thought-provoking and serious portrait
of a man's transformation from ordinary human into an
instrument of war. The novel's theme is dehumanisation,
and Brooke explores this by what is effectively a
sustained character portrait of Jed.

War has always had a stimUlating effect on the
development of technology, and Brooke enVisages a future
in which a soldier can be given implants giving direct
control over adrenalin flow and weaponry. Jed becomes
unusually adept at this, earning a reputation as an elite
soldier. It isn't the hi-tech hardware that dehumanises
him, though, but the ethos which turns him into a
thoughtless machine, capable of killing teenage
'terrorists' and accepting that the aims of the mission
are more important than the lives of your fellows. Only
when he is forced into a situation where the army no
longer has control over him is he able to recover his
humanity and think for himself.

Brooke's technique is an effective use of plot and
counter-plot. In the main narrative, Jed traces his
disastrous mission and the trek across the desert: the
interwoven snippets give the views of others on Jed, war
and humanity. Using these different viewpoints on the

(Reviewed by Martyn Taylor)

I have said before that gene Wolfe Is an author who
presents me with probler.s. He Is a magnificent stylist 
his prose flows and Is littered with euphony, and his
imagery is of ten memOl'able. My problem is tha t 1 find
this artistry all to often wielded in the service 01
nothing mUCh. His magnum opus - the Books of the New Sun
- were very well received but 1 found them almost empty
of the emotional 'md philosophical contents such a self
proclaimed master'work should contllin.

PANDORA BY HOLLY HOLLANDER is a sublimely written
small-town whodunnit, so much at one with its genre I
half expected the titles to roll and "MURDER, SHE WROTE"
to appear. Holly is the girl at the centre of the killings
and Aladdin Blue Is the "criminological consultant"
follower in the footsteps of Holmes. The plot - who
killed Holly's mother's lover, her uncle and an "Innocent
bystander" - is tricky enough, and Blue unravels it with
the reqUisite adroitness and false starts. Yet the very
expectedness of the twists and turns - there just have
tobe twls ts and turns - is the weakness. I was very much
left with the impression that Gene Wolfe was trying to
pr ove he cou Id wri te a de tec tive story. Yes, Gene, you
can, but will you now go back' to writing something which
in teres ts you enough for you to brea the some llf e in to
it?

Had this tale appeared in anyone of the myriad
detective tv shows I should not have switched it off,
probably. As I say, the plot is strong. On the other hand,
the actors would have earned their corn by putting
characters into a story where there are none,just cutouts
with labels. I don't mind reading film scripts - I read
quite a few, as a matter of fact - but I don't like
reading them masquerading as novels.

So Gene 101011 e goes on giving me problems, not that I
would wish to put you oft, but new readers would do
better' with PEACE or the SOLlJIER books rather than this
insubstantial souffle.

Gene Wolfe - - PANDOR.... BY Uou.y HOU..A.HDER <N.E.!.., 1991,
196pp, £3.99)

(Reviewed by Jim Steel)

£4 .99)

One of the most enjoyable features of THE BOOK OF THE
NEW SUN is that each volume is more rewarding than the
last.

THE SWORD OF THE LICTOR details Servian's time as a
Torturer in Thrax and his rejection of its values. This
results in him being forced to leave the city and head
north towards the war zone, where he imagines that he'll
be able to hide from his past. The beings that he
encounters on his journey are varied, but all serve to
shape his growing humanity.

THE CITAIJEL OF THE AUTARCH (called THE CITADEL OF
AUTARCH on the cover of this edition!> has Servlan thrust
Into the war as a soldier, and the gradual discovery of
his real des tiny. The climax of this volume is a
masterpiece of transcendental revelation.

Recent VECTORS serve to show some of the ways by
which it is possible to approaCh THE BOOK OF THE NEW SUN.
It is put together with great care and, as realism isn't
Wolfe's intention, questions concerning coincidence are
effectively rendered irrelevant. Servian's world begins to
approach that of a solipsist, and it is only through the
absorption of other personalities - a process begun In
THE CLAW OF THE CONCILIATOR - that he Is able to develop
sufficient empathy to fulfil his ultimate role.

Wolfe's exploration of language in the book Is
something that deserves consideration. A people's mode of
thinking creates, and is shaped by, their language, and
Wolfe's use of archaic and esoteric terminology goes a
long way to suggesting that the English language has to
be really stretched to encompass this future society. Add
to this the textual clues hinting that the story is set
in Sou th America, and it becomes all the more remarkable
that it reads as comfortably as it does. Wolfe ·takes this
to an extreme in CITADEL when Servian encounters one of
the Ascian enellY. The prisoner has learnt Servlan's
language, but such is the alien nature of his society 
analogous to an extreme Maoist state - that at first it
is still almost impossible to communicate with him. The
Ascian's own tongue has been reduced to merely quoting
pol1 tically correc t texts, producing a functioning system
of Orwell1an Newspeak. Wolle's inherent optimism about the
human condition is such tha t he then goes on to show
that the Ascians have subverted their language until it

has reached the stage where it is capable ot great
SUbtlety and meaning.

But this Is only one of the minor themes. Basically,
THE BOOK OF THE NEW SUN Is one of the best SF novels
ever written.

Gene Wolfe - - THE SWORD OF 11£ LICrOR (Legend, 1991,
301pp, £4.99)

THE CITADEL OF THE AUTARCH (Legend, 1991, 317pp,
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------~~~:=-==~:::-------=========================-Iextremely sophisticated. Leigh Kennedy's 'Her Furry Face'
provides a splendid opening. She deals with a potentially
ludicrous idea of a keeper having an al t air with an
orangutan, with tremendous compassion for the charact:r~.

The story manages to crystallise Oatlow's concept ot a
template of human relatiOl{ships'. The idea of the two
sexes living in parallel I'ealities, an other-world state
relative to each other, is common in modern gender
studies. Datlow is aware of ALIEN SEX as a post feminist
anthology and has presented a fairly equal balance Irom
both sides of the divide.

We repress sex theret ore we lind it tunny, so
amongst the pessimism ot Lisa Tuttle ~, she has
included some novelty items. 'Man ot Steel, Woman ot
Kleenex' is a much anthologised convention piece, by Larry
Niven, that extrapolates the dynamics of Superman's sexual
activity. Harlan Ellison's 'How's the Night Lite on
Cissalda' is the most satisfying of the novelties. It
plays on the fascination we have with celebrities
fornicating, as they are the first targets ot the
Cissaldian ravers when they slip through a time tlux
looking for a lay and find the human race. The result of
the visit is hilarious but disastrous, although discerning
aliens snub William Shatner!

A.1.0.S. has put sex firmly back on the cultural
agenda and these two anthologies are valuable in that
they reveal SF and Horror as genres capable. of discussing
the taboos of Se'x and Death dynamically. lhe anthologies
are outrageous, weird and of ten oblique -- but none of
the stories can be accused of being bland.



meaning and effects of war, Brooke builds up the kind of
complex character portrait which was once rare in sf.

KEEPERS OF THE PEACE is Brooke's first novel, and
well deserves the accolades it has received.. If it did
no more than provide a clear and effective anti-war
statement (which it do~s) it would fail to engage the
imagination and provoke thought. If it is the function
of literature to throw up questions rather than to
produce manifestos then Brooke succeeds admirably.

•
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WANTED: A NEW EDITOR.
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needs fresh hands. Not much money (well, none, to
be honest) but a chance to shape the BSFA's
review of paperbacks.
If you think you have what it takes, write to
the BSFA Co-ordinator,
KEV McVEIGH, 37 Firs Road, Milnethorpe.
CUBbria, LA7 7QF with details about your
self and how you would develop the magazine .
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R E v I E w s
David Wingrove - - THE BROKEN WHEEL ((LE.L., 1991, 611 pp,
£4-99>

<Reviewed by B. S Cullum)

In the space permitted one cannot afford too closely to
analyse the constituent pal-ts of this novel - the second
in a projected series of seven or eight - but at the
heart of the series one can discern a calculated and
conscious exploration of the PhilDickian theme~s> of what
is real?/what is human?

Early on it is noted that "trust lis] a fragile thing.
Break it and the whole world breaks with it". The ability
to identify and rely on that which is true underlies any
"normal" exis tence and it is an indica tion of how warped
the fabric of life in the Middle Kingdom has become that
so little reliance can be placed on any social
relationship or interaction: the plot advances by means of
a series of betrayals and/or deceptions, usually motivated
by a desire for revenge for some real or imagined insult.

Few of the mainly teenage protagonists have both
parents, usually having been separated at birth or early
childhood, echoing the separation from Mother Earth by
virtue of incarceration in the sterile yet corrupting
environment of the continent-spanning Cities.

Characters are mostly either brutal or brutalised and
there are numerous allusions to unnatural (of ten near
incestuous> sexual practices: frequently indicative of a
society close to collapse,

The ruling T'angs, hitherto ,'elatively benevolent in
their absolute rule, have been substantially weakened and
now quarrel amongst themselves and are becoming
increasingly repressive. The bourgeois revolt consequently
widens to encompass a more proletarian revolutionary
movement exemplified by the Ping Tiao "terrorists".

Perhaps more so than, say, Eco, Wingrove's bor-rowings
are fairly subtle - forming puzzles within puzzles such
tha tone's enjoymen t is heigh tened by the challenge
involved in decoding the work through his various
allusions and frequent repetition of ideas and' events.

This reader is still hooked by the series and can
recommend it t.o those who are not too squeamish where
violence is involved and feel that they can commit
themselves to seven or eight volumes. It will be
interesting to see a) what surprises Wingrove has in
store and b> although some form of synthesis seems the
most likely outcome, which at the characters' prescient
d,'eams will mosL closely mino" the reality that is
gradually unfolding,

Anne McCaffrey - - THE ROWAN (Corgi, 1991, 320pp, £3.99)

(Reviewed by Andy Sawyer)

An orphaned psi-Talent grows up on Altair, goes off
world, finds equally talented male from a backwoods world,
saves the world from invading aliens, and they fall in
love, marry and produce an ex tremely Talented baby_ The
aliens come back, but within a few pages they are sent

I

flying into a sun by massed mental forces, following a
prophecy made by a clairvoyant when The Rowan was a
baby. And that's it.

Anne McCaffrey is one of SF's bestselling authors and
it's interesting to think what sort of review the book
would have if by an "unknown". Probably pretty much the
same, except straight in the "CapSUles" section, because
it's really nothing more than a competent adventure story
with dashes of romance and tastefully understated sexual
passion. There's li ttle abou t the ESP ''Talen t" and the
alien enemy is that useful standby, an insectoid hive
mind.

Pick it up, read it, forget about it within a day.

TOD Iladdox HALO
(Century Legend, 1991, 214pp, t7.99)

(Reviewed by Joseph Nicholas)

In retrospect, cyberpunk was quintessentially an SF of
the eighties, expertly capturing and reflecting the
zeitgeist of the peak years of the decade, from the
October 1983 US invasion of Grenada to the October 1987
global stock market collapse: the fascination with
technology, the rise of the mega-corporation, the romance
of the city, the importance of style, and loners making
illicit deals to cut themselves loose from the system.
To read it now is more an exercise in nostalgia than the
gritty prediction of the future it seemed at the time;
the ethos of the nineties is different enough such that
the cyberpunk mode no longer convinces.

Which is unfortunately the case with Tom Xaddox's
debut novel HALO. As though recognising the economic
and ecological absurdity of his high-tech, high-wealth,
twenty-first century, Maddox makes perfunctory
suggestions that humanity is painfully coming to terms
with its environmental limits; but this only throws the
absurdity into starker relief. This, and the rather
drawn-out nature of his plotting - the novel contains
several incidental descriptions and events which
contribute nothing to the forward thrust of the story 
mean that one reads it at some remove, never really
caught up in what's going on.

HALO is intended to dramatise the difference
between genuine (ie self-aware) artificial intelligence
and machine simulations of intelligence. Xuch of the
action is therefore intellectual rather than physical,
and takes place inside a virtual reality created by
Aleph, the AI, to keep alive a character who's been
poisoned and is close to death; other characters enter
the virtual reality for long durations to keep him sane.
Kore characters swarm in the background; none can be
told apart, and the motives of all are unclear. These
events unfold aboard a giant L-5 station named HALO, run
by Aleph. The poisoned character eventually dies and by
absorbing his self-awareness Aleph believes it's become
self-aware too.

The verdict, however, is that while there's
certainly scope for a novel about the difference between
self-aware AI and machine simulations of intelligence,
HALO isn't it.



Brian Stableford, Ed.
THE DBDALUS BOOK OF BRITISH FAITASY: THE 19th CBITURY

<Dedalus, 1991, 4l6pp, l8.99)

(Reviewed by Brendan Wignall)

Dedalus Books calls itself 'Britain's leading publisher
of literary fantasy' and while one might reasonably want
to take issue with the claim that some types of fantasy
are objectively more 'literary' (ie more worthwhile) than
others, if we accept 'literary fantasy' as just another
marketing category - like sword and sorcery - which
doesn't claim some sort of intrinsic superiority, then
the people at Dedalus are probably right. They have
already published a couple of noteworthy books edited by
Brian Stableford, THE DEDALUS BOOK OF DECADENCE and
TALES OF THE WANDERING JEW, as well as Keyrinck's THE
GOLEM and THE ANGEL OF THE WEST WINDO'i, and they have
ambitious plans to anthologize European Literary Fantasy,
country by country, to coincide with 1992 and all that.

THB DEDALUS BOOK OF BRITISH FANTASY: THE 19th
CENTURY brings together works of fantasy which
frequently go unrecognised as such, including such
diverse figures as Charles Dickens, William Morris, Lewis
Carroll and, of course, Samuel Taylor Coleridge and John
Keats. Coleridge's opium-induced 'Kubla Khan' and Keats'
'Lamia' are the best pieces in the collection by some
way. Keats, of course, has recently proved popular with
sf writers, appearing in Dan Simmons' 'Hyperion' novels
(in a way) , and in Tim Powers' THE STRESS OF HER
REGARD. This seems entirely appropriate: even a cursory
glance at his narrative poems should be enough to show
that were Keats writing today he would surely be a
fantasy writer (or a 'magiC realist', which is
essentially the same thing).

There are some lesser works, which I suppose is the
price we must pay to get a truly representative sample
of the period, but the book is nearly worth the cover
price just for Brian Stableford's excellent introduction,
which ranges far and wide over the fantasy terrain.
Along with his essays in Million, this demonstrates that
he is not just a fine novelist but an interesting
literary historian. I recommend THE DEDALUS BOOK OF
BRITISH FANTASY, THE 19th CENTURY unreservedly.

M1I<e Resn1ck -- IVORY (Legend, 1991, 374pp, £3.99)

(Reviewed by Ion Wallace)

IVORY is a vest, sprewling book; Space Opere in its
setting of interstellar empires stretching ecross light
yeers of space. But et its heert is a mystery. Who is
Bukoba' Mendaka? And why does he want the tusks of the
Kilimanjaro Elephant, lost for three thousand years?

IVORY is set on several levels. First, the frame is
the search for the tusks. Duncan Rojas is hired by Bukoba
Mandeke to find the Ivory, lest s"en when it. wes lost In
a card game in 3042 GE. In his search, Rajas discovers
the history of the tusks. This forms the second level, a
series of nerratives, bound together by Rojes' search,
detailing the history of the Elephant, end his tusks over
the six thousand years since they were teken. The novel
is also the story of Duncan Rojas, end the profound
effect his search and discoveries have on his life

..It was a picture of two white-clad men, each one
supporting one of the tusks, which towered fer above
them."

As the search continues, Rajas gradually realises
that the fate of the tusks end the fate of Mandeke are
bound together in some way, end the knowledge thet
Mandeke is a full-blood Measai only edds to the mystery.

"Can we sefely conclude thet the Maesai have been
interested in the ivory for more than four thousand five
hundred years?"

Mike Resnick has integrated Space Opere and Myth
together end created something lerger than both. The
novel, beceuse of its structure, seems disjointed end
bitty at first, but es Rojas, and the reader, become
immersed in the story es it unfolds, graduelly we become
bound up in the search, the stories end fetes of the
ivory's successive owners, end in the deeper mystery of
Bukobe Mandaka's quest. And in its conclusion.
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M1I<e Resn1ck -- PARADISE : A Olronicle of a Distant World
<Legend, 1991, 323pp, £6.99)

<Reviewed by Ion Wallace)

"Before God made Peponi, he'd only been practising on all
the other worlds. Finelly he'd done the job right."

PARADISE is the story of the planet Peponi end its
colonists and netives, from the early days of its
settlement by humans to the periods of chaos efter it
echieved independence. It is llll episodic novel, set in the
framework of a writer's interviews with settlers,
ex-hunters end natives.

Resnick skilfully uses this style to exemine a wide
renge of cheracters and attitudes. From the romanticism
of the eerly hunters:

... The second you set foot on the plllllet, it was like
you were re-'discovering Eden ....

Through the hard-headed reelity of the Ieter farmers:
... The drought killed our first crop. Lendships

trampled our second. Our third crop came in - barely 
and then floods washed our fourth away ....

To the cynicel pregmatism of native government after
independence:

"Tax penalties were mellllingless to a family thet
didn't mete enough money to pay any texes in the first
pIece; end as for the birth control clinics on the Greet
Western Continent, if they eKisted et all, I could just
imagine the Sentebels' reaction to being singled out for e
population decreese."

In the foreword, Resnick seys that ..... this novel ...is
ebout the mythicel world of Peponi rether then the very
reel nation of Kenya ... end teking this discleimer es such
disclaimers ere meent to be teken, PARADISE is an
eKcellent tele of colonielism and ell that it meens, from
destruction of the environment, to the very reel ettempts
of immigrents to meke lives for themselves, to the
devasteting effects of dregging e simple culture into en
edvenced civilisation that it is culturelly ill-eqUipped to
handle.

Iosepha SherJlan THE SHIIIIG FALCOI
(Corgi, 1991, 341pp, t3.99)

(Reviewed by Cherith Baldry)

THE SHINING FALCON is a romantic fantasy with a
medieval Russian flavour in the names and background.

Finist, magician prince who can turn himself into e
falcon, yearns for true love, while his cousin Ljuba, her
own sorcerous powers much weaker, schemes to become his
wife for the sake of his power. Plain and practical
Maria, meanwhile, copes with her father's exile through
the treachery of his former servant.

There are no prizes for gueSSing who ends up living
happily ever after, but there is plenty of action on the
way, as Finist and Maria battle through danRer, bp.trey"l
,1)11 /1 UI~Jr (JWII mh~url/h~1 u.1.r.1I1'1111~f\. UII~ IJt ()tdl~m le th" l
the happy ending is a bit too clearly signalled, and
though the good characters are convincing, the
representatives of evil are never strong enough to pose
a real threat.

The story is fast-moving, cutting from one set of
characters _to another to keep the reader wondering.
There is warmth and humour and the occasional touch of
fear. The background is vivid and varied. There is a
lot to enjoy on a superficial level, but there is no real
depth. There are a few indications that the writer has
tried to dig below the surface, in her portrayal of
Ljuba's mixed motives, for exemple, and in the religious
horror felt by Maria's family towards Finist's magic
powers, but these themes are never fully developed; this
could have been a more complex book.

Steve Harris -- WUI.F <Heedline , 1991, 595pp, £4.99)

(Reviewed by Jon Wallace.)

West Waltham is e quiet little Village. (Qne roed in, end
the signpost has been taken eway by e local vandal.) God's
Teardrop is a barren, blighted hill in the centre of the



arable land around the village. Things are about to
change in these rural surroundings, primeval forces are
reawakening ...

Steve Harris has written a large novel which builds
its characters and situations slowly tram slightly skew
<bu t perhaps jus t normal! through strange to horribly
dangerous. HalTis has crea ted people tha t we can
recognise, Heater Heatley, the l4-year old main character;
Ember, his girlfriend; the old larmer, Sissy Butts and his
wife Evelyn: Moses Walker and his cronies: are all not too
different from talk anywhere, except that they have all
been touched by the influences emanating from God's
Teardrop. Oh, and there's Beetle the Biker ...

The storyline twists a credible path, neatly weaving
toget.her the supel'natul'al and the natural disasters
<thrOWing in a little not too dodgy Virology along the
way) and never straying too far into the ridiculous.

Harris writes with a deft hand that is at once
believable and sympathetic, with hardly any jarring notes
to interrupt the smooth, inexorable flow of the story, and
the viewpoint switches between the characters often
enough to maintain a spanking pace which keeps the reader
turning page after page all the way through to the
climax.

Micheel Moorcock - - THE REVENGE OF THE ROSE <Gral ton,
1991, 233pp, £7.99)

<Reviewed by Mat Coward)

"From the unlikely peace of Tanelorn, out of Bas'lk and
Nishvalni-Oss, trom Valederia, ever Eastward runs the
White Wolf of Melnibone, howling his red and hideous
song, to relish the sweetness of a bloodletting ... "

If you're a Moorcock admirer, I imagine tha t you
willnot only take pleasure from the apparently randon
arrangement of syllables reproduced above, bu t elso make
sense of some of them.

REVENGE OF THE ROSE is "e Tale of the Albino Prince
in the Years of His Wandering" and takes place between
those even ts described in THE VANISHING TOWER and THE
BANE OF THE BLACK SWORD". So if that6s what you've been
waiting lor all this time, then smile - it's arrived, and
in a really well-designed and produced large paperback.

I'm afraid I still don't understand what all the fuss
is about. There must be something here <cults can't
usually live so long on hype alone), bu t whatever it is,
I'm missing it. As far as I can see, Moorcock's jus t
another troll-merchant, with an enormous stock of silly
words lull 01 apostrophes. I know that, to some of you, I
might just as well describe Hendrix as a three-chord
wonder, but honestly, this stuff irritates me to death:
the present tense (or rather, slack) passages, the coyly
archaic language, "The Third Chaptel'" instead of "Chapter
Three" .

Anyway, readers keen on Elric are sure to be keen on
this, since it is, epparently, "a major event ... the
longest, richest and most haunting novel yet in the great
saga", in which the Prince of Ruins and his sword
Stormbringer quest ecross the multiverse for a box
containing the soul of his dad, in order to avoid "a
mystic doom".

Terry Pratcbett XOVIBG PICTURES
<Corgi, 1991, 333pp, £3.99)

<Reviewed by Ken Lake)

If I were superstitious, I'd get worried about this tenth
Discworld novel having 333 pages just half the
diabolical 666 - but with so much else happening between
the covers this is no time to worry about things like
that.

I cannot imagine any fan not haVing read at least
some of the Discworld books - but then, I can't imagine
anyone haVing read no more than one without rushing to
buy all the rest anyway. So for whom am I writing this
review, since all of you should have read the book before
this gets into print?

David Pringle says he's beginning to think
Pratchett is the best British humourous writer since
Wodehouse, and the two have a great deal in common.
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Where they differ is that Wodehouse's plots are familiar
and predictable: I doubt whether even Pratchett can
predict how his books will come out when he starts them.
This time the last Keeper of the Door dies, letting the
spirit of the movies escape to infect ordinary Ankh
Jllorporkians (if that isn't a contradiction in terms).
The Alchemists start making films, the Patrician sends
in his spies, the wizards of Unseen University don't
know what's hit them, and Pratchett goes his happy way,
casually referring to wizards as "bloated thaumocrats·
and dropping not mere jokes but convoluted wordplay into
every couple of lines.

No way do you trot through a Discworld novel: you
need your wits (or somebody's) about you as on page 28
you stumble over a simple explanation of how the
Discworld fits into the JIlultiverse, and how nine-tenths
of this is outside itself, and how the appearance of the
spirit of the movies forces out some more unreality and
brings threatening Things to gather at the frontiers of
the JIlultiverse, seeking a way in through the gaps.

Space, muses Pratchett, is often called the final
frontier... "Except that of course you can't have a final
frontier because there'd be nothing for it to be a
frontier of, but as frontiers go, it's pretty
penultimate ..." Pursue thoughts like that, and you soon
get to realise why this series is a must for every
trufan. In fact, I would positively beg you to buy up a
second and third set to give as presents to people you
really like. Pratchett hardly needs the royalties, but
the genre needs the new blood and this is the way to get
it.

Steven Brust BROKBDOVI PALACE
(Pan, 1991, 270pp, £5.99)

<Reviewed by L. J. Hurst)

BROKEDOWN PALACE is about a royal family and their
struggle against entropy. Disorder is increasing in
their home palace and, by the time the book begins, it
has already lead to the previous king haVing to abdicate
aft"r h"vlnp; +.h .. 1'"1"",, ",,1J1T1p; f,,11 In nr, him. n,lI,
leads to a struggle between the eldest son, who has
become king in turn, and his brothers, who have
developed interests of their own, such as mythical-mink
farming, faeries and reforestation. Non!! of them sells
their story to HELLO, mainly because printing doesn't
seem to exist.

The twist in this book is the background - it is
set in Fenario, a mythologised Hungary, where the
Carpathians are called 'the Mountains of Faerie', and
most of the real names and places are Hungarian.
Faerie, of course, in an Angle-French term, and sits a
little uneasily on top of the Bolcseseg, JIliklos and
Laszlos. Although the book comes with an introduction
giving lessons in Hungarian pronunciation, there is no
indication as to whether it is based on Magyar
mythology. Bolcseseg is a magic horse, for instance, but
whether magic horses are common in Magyar literature, or
Bolk is just a super Lippinzaner, I'm not sure.
Similarly with the tree that grows to replace the palace
- trees are important in Celtic mythology, but are they
in Magyar?

In the end I felt I was reading a poor man's
GORKENGHAST or GLORIANA, but with a far weaker plot
than either of those. IIhat I did learn, though, when I
showed the book to a Hungarian-speaking friend, was that
Brust's mythical country of Fenario occupies all of
Greater Hungary, parts of which are Rumania and
Yugoslavia now. This is another part of central Europe
to watch.

K.W. Jeter -- DARK SEEKER (Pan, 1991, 317pp, £4.99)

(Reviewed by Jon Wallace.>

Mike Tyler had been involved with a group whose
drug-induced superiority complex had led to a series of
horrific killings. Now, rehabilitated, it is only a regime
of multiple sedative therapy which stops him regressing
into megalomania. But he has successfully built a new
life for himself, a life which he enjoys. This is
threatened by a phone call from his ex-wife, another



group member who had evaded capture until now ...
This is the situation at the start of Jeter's book.

Gradually, as the action unfolds we are shown pieces of
Tyler's old life, of the time that has passed since then,
and we are introduced to such diverse characters as Alan
Bedell, the writer who co-"rote Tyler's story: and the cop
who became obsessed with and tracked down the original
group, Kinross. And Slide, the only member of the original
group stUl as unreconstructed as of old. Then there is
the Host, born of the shared mind crea ted by the drugs
and seemingly still out there somewhere, in the Dark,
waiting.

DARK SEEKER is a strange book to be classed as
horror. There is Virtually no blood shed, few things
creeping menacingly about. It is about tension -- the
tension buil t up as the charac ters of Bedell and Tyler
dance around each other', each daring the other to take
the ultimate step into the dark; as Kinross stalks closer
to the answer: as Slide exerts his power to try to draw
Tyler back into the Dark, to the old days.

DARK SEEKER is not as gripping a book as SOUL EATER,
the last Jeter 1 reviewed. It doesn't move as qUickly, and
some of the characters have no redeeming features, or
indeed any memorable features at all. And the ending
doesn't really come as any great surprise. Sad, really.

Frederik Pohl HOXEGOIIG
(Gollancz, 1991, 279pp, ;1:3.99)

(Reviewed by Ken Lake)

Having flogged the Heechee for all they were worth, Pohl
now uses the concept to bring us a rather juvenile rite
of passage. Lysander Washington has been brought up
aboard an alien spaceShip with Hakh'li playmates; the
ship approaches Earth and he is sent down to suss out
the place and keep the aliens informed of how things
really are.

Raised on a diet of golden-era Hollywood movies
and ancient television programmes, 'Sandy' finds Earth a
constant series of shocks. In other words, Pohl invents
a lot of misconceptions just so that he can unveil the
facts and get some cheap laughs, a trick he often uses
instead of genuine wit or humour.

It's all very straightforward and reads as though
written for young-teens; certainly the average BSFA
member will find it undemanding. Nobody can deny Pohl's
facility with words, his firm grasp of plotting and his
off beam attitude toward Earth cultures and especially
the strange customs of young Americans, but interstellar
spying and trading should be made of sterner stuff, and
this c~rt.alnly lar:ks t.h~ hi tp of 6w:h r:.liJss1f~C=. 2H. Er tr.:.
Frank RU6sell's WASP. Ihere's an awful lot uf dida<. tic
explanatfon of Hakh'li culture and lifestyle and, as
usual, Pohl overuses linguistic failings to identify
characters.

Verdict: Okay for a light read, but nothing
challenging and nothing new; might suit your children
more than you, but it has its moments.

Margaret Wets a Tracy Hick.an - - ELVEN STAR (Bantam,
1992, 367pp)

<Reviewed by Andy Sawyer)

Greatly to my surprise I've become a fan of this series,
which more than anything else I've read in the field has
actually moved beyond the tedious limits of the classic
fantasy system. ELVEN STAR follows the Death Gate cycle
into a world representing Fire <DRAGON WING took place in
the realm of Sky). Here constant sunlight has created a
jungle world with tree-dwelling elves and humans, and
dwarves who naturally inhabit the lower levels. Once more,
the mysterious Haplo ( end the even more mysterious dog)
passes through the Dea th Ga te on the service of his
master - to find constant wars and rampaging giants.
Much focus is upon the elves, who are remarkably
unTolkienian, and in fact one gets the impression that all
this elf, human, dwarf stuff is there because no-one
bloody well reads any thing nowadays unless it's got an
elf or a dragon or a wizard in it.

Ah. This also has a dragon and a wizard in it. Yes,
but it all seems to work. Weis and Hickman have created a
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setting whfch, as I suggested in PI 89, is really quite
magnificent, with a hugely detailed cocmology and an
insidious overall plot which has crept forward by the end
of ELVEN STAR but clearly has a long way to go. For once,
you want the next volume in a series to come out RIGHT
NOW. For once, all these appendices make sense. When Weis
and Hfckman talk "magiC" it doesn't half sound like hard
science fiction - there's even a kind of "uncertainty
principle". Could this be SF creeping into the back door
of fantasy? I am beginning to think so, from hints that
are dropped here.

Bu t wha t sells this book to me is 'the appearance of
Zifnab, the dottiest of dotty wizards, minded by a dragon
who in a previous incarnation could have been Jeeves, who
is abou t as compos men tis as a barrel full of monkeys on
highly illegal substances and whose stream-of-
consciousness blurts betray personal acquaintanceship
with Gandalf, the dragons of Pern, ALICE IN WONDERLAND,
and of course the world of the Dra/fonlance series. Run,
don't walk, to your nearest bookshop and buy a copy of
ELVEN STAR for these sequences alone; they're the best
comic fantasy for a long time and refreshing proof that
American fantasy can at last laugh at itself.

I bet you never thought I'd say something like that
two years ago.

And by the way, volume 3, FiRE. SEA, just out in
hardback, JS less 01 a comedy, bu t still pre t ty good - and
the cover J.5 ma,~nilicent.

James Blish - - STAR TREK: THE ClASSIC EPIOODES <Vols 1 
3) <Bantam Spectra, 1991, 646pp, 647pp, 627pp, £3.99 each)

<Reviewed by Chris C. Bailey)

Sunday September 8th 1991 saw the kick-off to the start
of the 25th anniversary celebrations of Gene
Roddenberry's classic STAR TREK tv series, which was
originall aired on the American NBC tv network way back
in 1966, and has since been syndicated around the world.
Incidentally, the 25th anniversary also sees the long
awaited and conroversial film STAR TREK VI: THE
UNDISCOVERED COUNTRY, which is due to be released in the
USA in December this year but,unfortunately, UK fans <it
seems) will have to wait until Spring 1992 to see it. It
had been hoped by the majority of fans that ST VI would
be released simultaneously in both countries, it being the
all-important 25th year of STAR TREK fandom, but alas

Predicatably, many people and organisations at ST
conven tions the world over have been cashing in on the
'1IJ~' t,f"!r - "~C>:'I"lIr y b')f!''If I',l" Ly pr "rj",. hl~ "fI'. "1J'~'."'_' I'll V
""lllt'lS m""y ::n .el"l.l'd l\O<1dt"s, ""d evell lt,e publ1!1""'s
are revamping preViously-published work by the bucket
full. Bantam have reprinted, simultaneously 0 both sides
of the Atlantic, this three-volume collection of STAR TREK
short stories, adapted by the late James BlIsh <with help
from hfswife, Judith A. Lawrence), as THE CLASSIC EPISODES.

What I found most interesting about these three
volumes <apart from the actual enjoyment gained from
reading them, of course) was not so much the fact that
they are simply run-of-the-mill reprints but the way each
volume has been designed and presented for both old and
new ST reader alike. Each volume starts off with
introductions from various well-known authors such as D.C.
Fontana <Vol. 1>, David Gerrold <Vol. 2) and Norman Spinrad
<Vol. 3), who themselves have all been to some degree
instrumental to the development of ST in its early days.
There is also a chronologically ordered selection of
prefaces to the original editions, which were all
exclusively written by James BUsh, and also make
interesting reading into the reasons why BUsh took up
the challenge of writing them in the first place.

Moving on from the introductions, the reader is
presented with the title page of each individual short
story in turn, with title, writer, director and guest-star
credits, also including an 85x58 black-and white print
captured from a particularly memorable scene from each of
the original tv episodes, which seems to add a touch more
authenticity to each story.

All in all, a splendid git t-set to give that ever
hungry "Trekkie" for the 25th-anniversary Christmas. One
thing that puzzles me, though, is why there are only a
total of 76 adapted script-stories, spread between three
volumes, when clearly there are 79 original tv scripts.



Stephen E. Whitfield & Gene Roddenberry - - THE MAKING
OF STAR 7'REK <Titan, 1991, 363pp, £5.99)

(Reviewed by Chris C. Bailey)

From Titan Books comes the la tes t addition to their
rapidly growing stable of "25th Annlve,"sary" reprints: THE
MAKING OF STAR TREK originally published in the USA in
1968 by bal1antine Books. The large-Iormat paperback
gives the old, and new, STAR TREK fan a varied and
chaotic collection 01 behind- the-scenes int ormation,
principally right from the very first desperate attempts
by gene Roddenberry to sell his then ,'adically-orien ted
and never-before-tdes wagon train t.o the stars pilot
'The Cage' to the American tv networks, and onwards
through to his second tv pilot 'Whe,"e No Man Has Gone
before', which set the now recognised and I amilar format
f or the ser ies .

Although a reprint like most titles published in this
special 25th year, the narretive by Mr Whitfield is
writ ten mainly from his own experiences as he sew them
in 1968 and as such gives the reader the rere ability
toac tually "see" (as he did) jus t how the firs t end second
seasons were made, with ell the implied blood-sweat-and
tears excreted by both production cas t and crew alike to
s tick to very tigh t. weekly scheduled deadlines, which
elmost proved too much for some.

Whenever I re-read portions of this book lor
reference I em confronted with the bare bones fact that
STAR TREK as we know it, for all its modern-day fame and
popularity, came within a hait"s bread th of being dumped
in the "not sui table for family viewing" bin by the
networks as too cerebral! Where does that leave the
mentalities of viewers of LOST IN SPACE or THE LAND OF
THE GlANTS. Almos t as bad as the BBC when they presume
to know whe t's good for Joe Publ!,c on tv . . .
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former mentor Aahz who has disappeared, but both these
merely set the scene for complications galore. Don't try
too hard, go with the flow, and you should have a
pleasant time. Pity about the Fangorn covers, though.

Richard LaYllan OIB RAIIY lIGHT
(Headline, 1991, 410pp, ~4.99)

(Reviewed by Steven Tew)

Horror is not a genre I have any particular interest in,
so ONE RAINY BIGHT wouldn't normally be on my reading
list. The story is rather uninspired: a small American
town is transformed from cosy suburbia into an arena of
blood lust and killing. It's the rain, you see, hot, thick
and black, turning all who go out in it into maniacs.
The book's treatment of the hackings, amputations, rapes
and murders, with a little old-fashioned fucking thrown
in, is rather voyeuristic. Layman incorporates these
elements in a background of blueberry pie family
oriented morality: none of this would have happened if
the nasty Buddy and his pals hadn't killed the grandson
of a hoodoo witch doctor for going out with BUddy's
(white) girlfriend. Layman rails against racism, but
aren't we left with the impression that inter-racial
relationships are more trouble than they're worth and
that the dark forces of nature, summoned by the black
man for revenge on the almost all-white community, will
inevitably be stirred by such goings-on? The romantic
quest of (white) lawman Trev to find his (white)
girlfriend l!aureen serves to emphasise this impression.
Maybe Layman didn't intend to give this message, but the
rather bland style of the book, aimed at an audience
existing on junk food and TV movies, perhaps, cuts the
ground from under any more considered points he may
wish to have made.

Entertaining? Perhaps. Worth re-reading?
Certainly not.

Robel't Asprin
(Legend, 1991, 159pp,

(Legend, 1991, 200pp,

JLT.T.H IIC. LIIK
£3.99)
JlYTH-IOJlRRS AID

£3.99)
JJ(-PHRVIlCTIOIS Piers Anthony a. Robert E. Margroff - - SERPENT'S Sll.VER

(Grafton, 1991, 313pp, £4.50)

(Reviewed by Ken Lake)

Legend continues its reissue of the superb Starblaze
series, but without the more costly artistic and
production appurtenances of the US versions, with Nos. 7
(1986) and 8 (1987) of this hilarious ongoing tale of
the antics of Skeeve the Great, a mediocre-ta-fair
magician, and his motley crew.

Well, with Chumley (alias Big Crunch) the Troll, his
sister Tananda, Vic the vampire, .Massha, Bunny the .Moll
from the .Mob, Gleep the truly massive Dragon, and
occasional Deveels, Pervects and Djins, there's little
point in your coming into the story at this late date.
The previous six books are still available, so take my
advice: if you want light reading with a wealth of
complexity in a totally believable plot, start with
ANOTHER FINE J{YTH and XYTH CONCEPTIONS, and just work
your way along.

}LY.T.H. INC. LINK, however, has something the
others lack: a detailed ten-page introduction by Robert
Asprin in which he explains the genesis and development
of the series, its background, his other sfnal writing ...
I think any newcomer would do well to keep this to hand,
but even if you've already read the first six books
you'll find it invaluable. Interesting too: don't miss it.

One of the more-or-less endearing ongoing jokes of
this series is the snappy 'quotations' that appear at the
head of each chapter. Asprin claims that they often
take longer to think up than the plot, and each one has
a direct relevance to the action coming up next, so when
you've finished the chapter it's a good idea to look back
and find out why the quotation was more amusing than
you thought. A few examples: "They don't make 'em like
they used to" - H. Ford; "Nobody's seen it all" - Karco
Polo; "I just need to pick up a few things" - 1. Marcos;
and "It's all a matter of taste" - B. Midler.

Discussing the plots of the Skeeve books is pretty
silly: they do ramble on so, in and out of dimensions
and problems. In No. 7 Skeeve is engaged by a Deveel to
track down theft in his illegal business, and No. 8 has
him setting off to Perv to find and cajole home his

(Reviewed by Mat Coward)

Not having read any previous Anthony-Mergroff
collaborations, I was rather lost at first, but by the
time I'd puzzled my way through about 50 pages I was
well into this mildly unusual SF-fantasy hybrid.

"Worlds and universes lie side by side,
interpenetrating, sometimes overlepping, touching slightly
here and there," and our heroes are descended from people
who arrived in e typical fentesy lendscepe <dregons.
witches,horses,etc.) from another "frame" - Eerth.

They are distinguishable from the native stock by
their round (as opposed to pointed) eers, and ere
required by a combina tion of prophecy and sheer bad luck
to spend most of their time dashing between the
dimensions rescuing each other, dethroning tyrants, and
all the t jazz.

There are lots of good jokes here, some quite
interesting ideas, end generally e nicely ironic tone: "She
knew Jec was a good man, a fine thief I and e true petriot
who wented to overthrow their king. Such a man should be
a logical cetch for a girl". Unfortunately there ere also
enough exclarnetion marks to keep The Sun supplied for a
decade; the frequent intrusion of a gretingly folksy
style; and en unforgivable over-employment of that
maddening little non-word "Eh", to denote hesitation or
emberressment.

SOP. 5011 tow - - MOON DANCE (Gollencz, 1991, 564pp, £4.99)

(Reviewed 'by John D. Owe'n)

Advertised as "doing for werewolves what Anne Rice did
for vampires", MOON DANCE cer tainly lives up to
expectations. S.P. Sorntow (otherwise known as Somtow
Sucharitkul, from his SF work) certainly follows every
similar line to nHERVIEW WITH A VAMPIRE, as MOON DANCE
star ts in the near presen t (1963) and then tekes the
reader back to the 1880s es the werewolf tells his tele.



And what, a story it is, stRrting with a governess meeting
her charge, a schizoph,-enic boy being sent to a Viennese
clinic. But, as the governess, Speranza, discovers, the boy
is not merely mental - he is also a young werewolf,
bastard son 01 the Count, who has collected together a
tribe of lycanthropes who Care setting out for America to
stake a claim to the Mid-West wilderness.

Unfortunately, when they get to Deadwood in the
Dakota Territory, they find the wilderness already
occupied by the Shungmanitu, Indian werewolves of
differing temperaments to their vicious cousins. The
Indians view the wolf-boy as their Saviour, while the
Europeans team up with the Indian-ha ting Cavalry
commander Sanderson, to destroy the Shungmanitu. The
resolution of the two tribes' destinies, involving both
the multi-faceted wolf boy and Speranza, is grippingly
told.

In 564 pages, Somtow crems in a huge amount 01
incident: Indian War history, bestiality and cruelty,
Indian lore and spirit worlds. The main characters are all
well drewn, and both societies 01 werewolves are well
though t ou t. There is a cer tain amoun t of s tomach
churning incident \not surprising, given the subject
mat ter) but none ot it is so overdone as to be either
gratuitous or pornographic. It is to Somtow's credit that
the most evil characters he portrays in the book are not
werewolves, but the humans who try to use them tor their
own purposes. Reality, as ever, intrudes tellingly into
fan tasy.

Diane Duane - - HIGH WIZARDRY <Corgi, 1991, 235pp>

<Reviewed by Andy Sawyer>

HIGH WIZARDRY brings to a close the trilogy which began
with SO YOU WANT TO BE A WIZARD and DEEP WIZARDRY. This
series deserves to be recommended. Although the first
volume doesn't show too much of the promise of its
successors, it does have plen ty in it to amuse young
readers and in retrospect the picture of the bullied flita
becoming a power ful wizard is, of course the wish
fulfilment we all crave when we turn to SF or fan tasy.
DEEP WIZARDRY had a deep moral crux <counterpointed by
its semi-comic reflection: just what do you tell mum and
dad when you're about to sacrifice yourself for the
world'?) and HIGH WIZARDRY builds upon this, taking both
moral questions and domestic crisis one step further. Now
it's Nita's younger sis ter who becomes a trainee wizard
and has to face the problems of death and free will.

Here, Duane switches scene and, arguably, genre: in
contrast to her sister's book-form instruction manual,
Dairene discovers her instructions in the wizardly art in
the form of a computer, and ends up undergoing her
Ordeal in deep space. Among the delightfully-imagined
scenes leading up to the inevitable conflict w:lth the
Lone Power are those set in a Hypergate waiting room and
on a sentient planet; vividly described with the right
balance of humour and action which characterises the best
ch:l1dren's SF.

If DEEP WIZARDRY reflected the central drama of THE
LION, THE WITCH AND THE WARDROBE, its successor recalls
that magnificent scene in THE MAGICIAN'S NEPHEW where
AsIan awakens life out of a neWly-created world - though
in a science - fictional mode. This is not to say that
Duane is jus t borrowing ideas: the imagery in which these
ideas are expressed are all-important and :It's spot-on.
There's wit, just a touch of grOWing-up emotional changes,
and expertly-handled big-screen science which is more
than the jargon it's so easy to slip into. And above all,
there's suspense and conflict. I've not read anything by
Diane Duane I've enjoyed so much and this is probably the
best children's SF I've read this year.

Elizabeth Hand YIITHRLOIG
<Bantam, 1991, 440pp, t3.99)

(Reviewed by K. V. Bailey)

In a SCIENCE FICTION EYE critique, Elizabeth Hand writes
of certain Delany novels that they "limn the sharp edges
of madness and ecstasy without explaining them away".
This might also be said of WINTERLONG. Its narrative
alternates the first-person experiences of long-parted
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17 year old bisexually-aspected twins: he, Raphael, a
charismatic whore, but death-dealing: she, Wendy, an
autistic empath, equally fatal. Their climactically
converging lifelines play out the mythologies of sacred
twins through the future City of Trees - a construct
pitched between a hedonistic Hell and an apparent
evocation of Washington (the museums of the JIIall are
there, their roles analogous to that of the Palace of
Green Porcelain in THE TIME MACHINE.) The twins' lives
are vehicles for 'hyperstates' of 'the Hanged Boy' - the
most insistent of several Tarot-related archetypes.

The festival of Winterlong culminates the City's
year. It and other festivals of this a-historic, almost
post-human, City are celebrated with parades, banquets
and dramatic performances. Wendy Wanders, refugee from
HEL <Human Experimental Laboratory), becomes an
actress/actor, playing Shakespeare and having as co-star
Miss Scarlet, an appealing talking chimpanzee. In
describing these carnivals, such magnificent set-pieces
as the 'Butterfly Ball' and the 'Masque of Owls',
Elizabeth Hand's exotic, quite beautiful prose is at its
best.

Perhaps the story suffers at times from mythopoeic
overload, ambiguous identifications and symbolisms
occupying an enormous gallery, from Baal and Orpheus to
Peter Pan; from Aphrodite and the Magdalene to Wendy
Darling. Moreover, in the apocalyptically heralded 'Final
Ascension', mayhem and horror are actually made counter
effective by escalation and repetition. Admittedly, that
excess does by contrast set-off the fine apotheosis of
the novel's last pages, which conclude with the last
lines of THE INFERNO marll:1ng Dante's and Virgil's exit
from Hell: "And thus we came forth again to see the
stars". Could these be the stars of a purgatorial
Summer? Hand's work in progress is AESTIVAL TIDE.

Piers Anthony ROBOT ADBPT
(NEL, 1991, 286pp, £6.95)

(Reviewed by L. J. Hurst)

This is the sequel to OUT OF PHAZE, which means that it
is either the second or fifth in its series, and Piers
Anthony has written eight series. I didn't realise that
he had started on this one and don't feel that it has
been a major discovery.

In parallel worlds two pairs of lovers experience
the tribulations of Romeo and Juliet, though I doubt if
they will end in the same way. I think they are going
to save both worlds.

In one world the lovers are not of different
families but different species - he is a man but she is
unicorn. Fortunately, it is a world where magic works
and she can change her shape for their frequent bouts of
copulation, despite the fact that she maintains a
unicorn's horselike seasonal oestrus. In the other world
the lovers are not of different families but different
materials - he is a robot and she is an amoeba, but I
didn't come across any descriptions of mitosis, let alone
meiosis, there.

All of this might be a wonderful opportunity for a
discussion of Freud's idea of the polymorphous perverse,
but it is an opportunity missed, and most of the book is
a chase, with special attention to Agape the amoeba, who
goes through an institutionalised game. She becomes a
bit of a computerised gladiator, which means we get long
descriptions of the input screens.

The book ends with another computer game contest
between the two men. No doubt the next volume will deal
with the results of that match. I can wait.

John Brosnan - - TIlE FALl. OF TIlE SKY LORDS (Gollancz,
1991, 28'pp, £3.99)

\Reviewed by Mat Coward)

This is the final part of the trilogy which began with
THE SKY LORDS, and continued with WAR OF THE SKY LORDS.
Four centuries after the gene-wars which left Earth
blighted and its humans impoverished, city-siZed airships
continue to fly around the place causing Widespread
unpleasantness.

Jan Dorvin, our heroine and would-be libarator of the
planet, is langUishing 1n Shangri-La, a protected haven



built by and for the El01 - who were once human but,
seeing the way things were going, decided it would be
better to live on in a state of immortal euphoria. And
why not?

MUo haze, amoral arch-villain and trickster supreme
(and one of the genegirieers whose lault it all was in the
first place) has teamed up with Ashley, the stone-bonkers
computer personality in charge of the Sky Lords.
Meanwhile another Milo Haze, a "cutting" 01 the original,
is stuck on Belvedere, a hideously religious space colony.
Heedless to say, all these characters - and many more,
equally extraordinary - must eventually meet to bring
about an unexpected, and rather disturbing, conclusion.

WAR OF THE SKY LORDS provides a slightly
disappointing ending to what is, taken overall, one of the
most enjoyable trilogies I've ever read. There's still
plenty of wit and action, and no problem in the dangling
loose ends department. But the book laclls the sparkle of
the earlier volumes, as if the author had begun to lose
interest in the project. It's all lby Brosnan's high
standards) a bit mechanical, with too much undisguised
explanation and not enough wild invention. Perhaps this is
due to the curse ot the trinity: if there had just been
two Sky Lords books, instead of the more marketable
three, I might have concluded this notice with
"uncondi tionally recommended" ra ther than just
"recommended" .

J. Michllel Straczynski - - OTRERSYDE (Headline, 1991,
405pp, £4.99)

(Reviewed by Colin Bird)

After a couple of introductory quotes from the book of
Job (and where would horror writers be without the
Bible?) we are eased into a Spielbergian LA suburb
populated by teens looking for rectitude to trash. Enter
one young Chris Martino who finds High School an
unwelcoming place full of pot-smoking bullies. He quickly
develops a friendship with Roger "Horseface" Obst and
together they attempt to escape the attentions of their
overbearing peers and parents. Meanwhile, local suicides
are on the increase and the cops begin to get in teres ted
just as Chris and Roger discover a supernatural force
which communica tes to them via invisible ink (you
remember - burnt lemon juiceD. Further investigation by
Roger, to which Chris pays scant attention, reveals the
eponymous unseen power is on the lookout for a
disaffected earthly channel through which it can wreak
havoc. Roger gleefully accepts the post and begins using
the OTHERSYDE to dispatch the aforementioned school
bullies.

Straczynski takes almost half the book to establish
his narrative and build up the atmosphere and a rather
good job he does too. It's a shame the second half
deteriorates, suffering from rushed scare scenes and
scatterbrained plot devices. The author appears to lose
grip of his characters in the latter stages, switching to
the kind of "shorthand" depiction used in the movies
where logical consistency is sacrificed to allow the
orchestration of a tense climax.

OTHERSYDE remains a readable experience and enough
of Straczynski's strengths are revealed by this book to
show that he can write a much better one. Maybe he will.

Elisabeth Marshall Thomas - - THE ANIMAL WIFE \Fontana,
1991, 380pp, £4.99)

(Reviewed by Martyn Taylor)

This is a story about prehistoric hunter-gatherers,
specifically about Kod, the adolescent son 01 a headman,
and his passage to manhood. This involves him "stealing"
a wife from another, interloping band because his own
wife is about three and his lover is inlrequent in her
favours, largely because she is the new wife of his
father and he, Kori, is lhe lalher of their child. This
womall,Musk.'at, is the alien, full of strange ways and a
liking for the missionary position. In the end only ill
comes 01 the rela tionship.

If anyone is interested in anaccurate depiction of
hunter-gatherers then I am sure this is a book for you.
There is scholarship on every page. If anyone is
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interested in yet another rite of passage adventure, then
this is for you, and in very much better taste than many.
If anyone 1s interested in an exciting narrative well told
then this is for you, because Ms Marshall Thomas can
write well.

Why, then, didn't I like this book? Because I did not
believe it. Kori is not a bushmanon the tundra. He is a
modern man in skins. He and Andriki and Muskrat and the
rest may behave exactly as their real-life contemporaries
did, but the sophistication of the writing and conception
of the story militate against the suspension 01 my
disbelief. Which disappoints me greatly, because this is
an ambitious book, approaching a dif ficult subject in an
adult, unsensational fashion. It could have been one of
the greats ... Ah well, I am probably splitting hairs. If
your hand strays in its direction go ahead and pick it up.
I dare say you could very easily do a whole lot worse.

Bruce Sterllng -- CRYSfAL EXPRESS <Legend, 1991, 317pp,
£4.99)

(Reviewed by Jon Wallace)

CRYSTAL EXPRESS is Bruce Sterling's first short story
collection. It contains twelve stories spanning the years
1982 to 1987. The stories are split in to three sec tions,
Shaper/Mechanist, Science Fiction and Fantasy.

The Shaper/Mechanist stories chart the struggle for
supremacy of the Solar System by two human factions. The
Shapers are so called because of their biological
tampering with the human form, the Mechanists because
they rebuild themselves mechanically. Sterling tells the
stories from both viewpoints without any bias, giving a
bleak overview of the coldness and impersonality of both
cultures.

The three SF stories in the middle section step
forward in time from the near-future anarchy of . Green
Days in Brunei' to the bored, shallow Utopia of . The
Beautiful and The Sublime'. All are handled with Sterling's
customary ease and attention to detail.

The Fantasy stories are a mixed bunch, switching from
metaphysics ('Telliamed') to magic to demonology to wry
prophecy ('Dinner in AUdoghast').

Bruce Sterling mainly writes a neat, concise prose
tha t does justice to his SF, giving pace and clarity to
difficult concepts.

'~he Crowned Pawn was centered around a core of
massive magnetic engines, fed by drones from a chunk of
reaction mass. Outside these engines was a skeletal metal
framework where Lobsters clung like cysts or skimmed
along on on induced magnetic fields." ('Cicada Queen')

But the Fantasy storles here show th!lt he ill equ!llly
at home with the more ornate forms that are needed for
good Fantasy.

'~he poet."picked up his two-stringed guitar. 'Dear
God', he said, 'thls is a splendid place. See,
caravan-master, how the stars smile down on our beloved
Southwest.' He drew a singing note from the leopard-gut
strings. 'I feel at one with Eternity.... 'Dinner in
Audoghast'

All in all a good collection of stories.

Daniel Rhodes KISS OF DRlTB
(HEL, 1991, 261pp, £4 .50)

(Reviewed by Ken Lake)

I've never understood what appeal simple horror stories
can have for SF fen. However, I will say that many
horror writers - Daniel Rhodes included - have a smooth,
relaxed style which ingratiates itself with the reader,
who is thus carried into situations which, in a
traditional SF format, s/h.e would immediately reject as
unbelievable.

Certainly there are places an Earth where you can
experience joy and a heightening of spiritual grace;
equally, there are sites where a miasma of evil sa
permeates your being that you may be influenced to act
eVilly, or to imagine beings of evil. The reasonable
person attributes this imbuing of places with good or
evil to the activities of those who were closely
connected with them in the past, especially at times of
great stress.
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(Reviewed by Cherith Baldry)

(Reviewed by Lynne Bispham)

Bridget Wood - - WOLFKING (Headline, 1991, 503pp, £4.99)

Stephen Donaldson TIIR RJiAL STORY
(Fontana, 1991, 207pp, £3.50)

(Graf ton,Ray Bradbury - - A GRAVEYARD FOR LUNATICS
1991, 285pp, £3.99)

(Reviewed by Brendan Wignall)

This is a collection from the 1950's, containing some
stories which are well-known, by title at least, 'Dark
They Were and Golden-Eyed' among them. The stories here
are both SF, including a couple of Martian stories, and
non-SF. Some of the latter are realist, but others are
what would now be called magical-realist. Bradbury was
one of the first authors to bring modern SF to a wide
public through the American slick magaZines, but he did
it perhaps at the expense of hard science, and the Roe
cover is misleading in showing a man in a spacesuit
sitting in front of a giant spacecraft.

Bradbury wrote mainly about Americans going into
Space, and they were mainly Americans from small Mid
Western towns. Mars might transform them it is
colonists on Mars who become dark and golden-eyed - but
they still want their stoops with them so they can spend
the evenings sitting. And when you're in Space without
a xmas tree, the stars make a good candle substitute.

Bradbury shows us another side to this, though, in
stories I didn't really know, set among the Hispanics of
the border states and Central America. Most of these
are realistic, like 'The Little Mice' and 'The Wonderful
Ice-Cream Suit', about the life of hispanic underdogs,
but 'And The Rock Cried Out' is apocalyptic. 'Rock'
describes a WASP couple trying to get back to
civ1lisation after nuclear war has wiped out the First
World. Now, the indians and latins can show the
loathing for the exploitation they have experienced from
long before the Monroe Doctrine, and the couple have
nowhere to go.

So when you visit Bradbury's world you have
confidence in Space and the distant planets, but here
and now is empty and dubious, full of the same sort of
spirit that he described in DEATH IS A LONELY BUSINESS.
This collection includes all these things and I found the
mixture quite appetising.

(Revie~ed by L. J. Hurst)

It's worth saying at the outset that the only link
between A GRAVEYARD FOR LUNATICS and science fiction or
lantasy is that the author has written SF in the pest; by
any definition of the genre tha t one might wish to use
(other than categorizetion by author) GRAVEYARD is not
part of it - nor to be fair, do the pUblishers claim thet
it is, although the reviewers quoted prominently on the
back of the book are used to point up the link.

So, if it's not SF whet is it? Well, I suppose a
rough description might be 'mystery'. It's set in
Hollywood in 1954 and is the first-person narrative of e
scriptwriter who is summoned to a cemetery opposite the
film studio where he is employed, by e note promising him
a star tling revela tion. The revela tion proves to be a
hoax - a papier-meche model of the dead previous owner
of the studio. However, other revelations follow and a
chence sighting by ·the narrator end his friend Ray of a
man they call 'the Beast' on account of his extreme
disfigurement sets off e crudel chain of events. Roy,
the studio model-maker, uses the Beest as the basis for
his next monster creation only to find himself fired 
amongst other things - when the current head of the
studio sees it. Further complications ensue.

It's appropriate that GRAVEYARD should be set around
a film lot because it reads like a novelisation of a film;
that's disappointing enough, but what is worse is that
the film in question is a t best made-far-TV. The plot
twis ts and devices remind one of nothing so much as an
episode of something like COLUMBO or even - and this is a

Ray Bradbury THE DAY IT RAIBED FORBVHR
(Roe, 1991, 233pp, M.50)

book, such es Joenne's meeting with the oengerous ye.
infinitely desireble Cormac. Unfortunately there ere also
long pessages thet are peinfully whimsicel, end et times
the plot creaks with strein. WOLFKING is en entertaining
but flawed fantasy.

ends with an afterword in which Donaldson
series' origins and the influence of
cycle: fascinating stuff for anyone who

writers get their ideas from.

In a post-catastrophe future, the descendants of the
survivors of the Apocalypse know very lit tle abou t the
lost civilisation of their decedent ancestors. As well as
bringing about Devastation, the Apocalypse altered the
febric of time i tsel!. The Glowing Lends on which it is
forbidden to build or farm are actually ga teways to the
past, elthough this is a secret known only to e lew end
jeelously guarded. Joanna Grady, fleeing from a forced
merriege, is drewn through the Time Curtein, followed by
her lover end would-be rescuer, Flynn O'Connor, and his
compenions. The pes t in which Joenne and Flynn find
themselves is not an historic pest, but the legendary
heroic pes t of Ancien t Ireland, where the sidh lure men
to their doom, end the nightmare creetures of folk tale
ere reel. In this beeutiful yet cruel past, the exiled
High King, Cormac of the Wolves, waits for the human who
will breek the enchentment that imprisons him, and enable
him to regain his throne.

There ere flashes of imeginative brilliance in this

Horror writers tend to invent, adapt or copy
medieval legends and religious inventions to personify
these feelings, and so we are given imps, vampires,
succubi and incubi interacting with humans. Since the
essence of fiction is conflict, they must then invoke
similar powers for good to do battle with them, though I
doubt if one in a hundred of my readers honestly
believes that such beings exist.

Rhodes gives us such horrific and saintly
inventions in the context of an American and his teenage
daughter visiting south-west France - and then bringing
back the horrors with them to the shores of sunny
California. What south-west France did to deserve this
is unclear; how California's own ancient powers of ev1l
would welcome the advent of immigrants piggy-backing
local folk is something else again. If this is the sort
of thing that you like, you w1l1 like this: I thought it
was codswallop, but then I'm biased.

The many fans of Stephen Donaldson will welcome THE
REAL STORY, first volume in a projected series of five.
They will, however, be shocked if they expect a re-run of
THE CHRONICLES OF THOMAS COVENANT. Donaldson is
breaking new ground.

The book is SF, not fantasy and, instead of the
deta1led ramifications of a fantasy world, there are
effectively only three main characters, the reader's
interest focussed on the relationship between them.

Donaldson starts at the end of the story and
presents us with a conventional picture of a maiden in
distress saved from the clutches of a villain by a
swashbuckling adventurer. He then takes us back to the
origins of the situation, and shows us that the truth is
very different; the villain, the adventurer, and even the
maiden herself are not what they seem.

Because of the flashback technique, we don't read
on to find out what happened; we already know that. We
have to concentrate on the reasons for it, and the
interpretation. The only problem is that Donaldson as
writer is a bit too obviously there, pointing things out
to us, gUiding us directly when he should have left the
story to do it for him.

The characters are powerful, partiCUlarly Angus, the
villain, who is central to most of the action. But the
story itself, even 'the real story', is undistinguished,
and there is no real originality. This may be unfair
comment at this stage of the series, with so much more
ground to cover; at least I'm hooked enough to read the
second volume.

The book
explains the
Wagner's Ring
wonders where
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more accurate comparison - the cartoon series SCOOBY 000,
although sadly in this case there's no dog. Where else
are you likely to find people making models of the dead
in order to indulge in a little blackmail, disfigured
monsters lurking at the top of a film-set Hotre Dame, the
use of masks ase suc~sslul means of impersonation, end
mos t cornily, mys terious underground tunnels. All it
lecks is someone to say 'And I would have got away with
it if it hedn't been for those pesky kids'. SF might
require a suspension of disbelief, but nothing I've read
this year has required it on this scale.

In the end, A GRAVEYARD FOR LUNATICS is not a
complete disaster: it is at least plotted with an
awareness of pece and tension and is writ ten with the
author's usual sensitivity to language (although even this
is over-done: why ~ Bradbury so enamoured of the word
'eviscerated'?>, it is however an extremely ordinary piece
of wOl'k by any standard.

Ursula Le Guin - - A WIZARD OF EARl'HSEA
203pp, £3 .99)

(Reviewed by Lynne Bispham)

(Roe, 1991,

than usual, in which the Adult Conspiracy is seen through
end the effect of pink pen ties finelly revealed. As
Anthony seys, critics (inclUding myself, I suppose) revile
these books, but they do meke popular reeding among
young teenegers. I'm not surprised, for there 1.s e
knowingly conpiratorial cult-element to them. Allegory
Lives. But I still find them insufferebly arch, the
fantasy equivalent of ·Sweet Valley High" romences. (Andy
Sawyer)

Orson Scott Cerd - - XENOCJDE (Legend, 1991, 463pp, £8.99)

Simultaneous trede paperback edition of the hardback:
third in the series after ENDER'S GAME and SPEAKER FOR
THE DEAD. Major issues are et stake as e warfleet sets
out to destroy a plenet. What is the nature of
intelligence? Under what circumstances can e sentient
species be destroyed? Thought-provoking, but didectic.
Apart from an interesting sub-plot set on the Chinese
world of Peth, I felt it feiled to grip end wasn't the
author et his best, will the VECTOR reviewer and the
reviewer of the mass-merket peperbeck edition (when it
appears) feel otherwise? (Andy Sawyer>

Jock L. Chalker - - EMPIRES OF A..UX AND ANCHOR (SOUl.
RlDf.·R2 (Roe, 1991, 320pp, £4.50)

Richard Laymon - - DARKNESS, TELL US (heedline, 1991,
312pp, £8.99)

Simultaneous trade paperback edition of the hardback
following THE OTHER SINBAD: a fairly amusing Arabian
Nights slepstick but with GardneJ' straining too hard at
the jokes the word "slapdash" elso comes to mind. Ali Baba
starts off as the younger of two sons but by p. 61 is
describing himself as the elder. (Andy Sewyer>

John Grant - - ALBlON (Headline, 1991, 310pp, £6.99)

Simultaneous trade paperback edition of a I' an tasy which
sounds very allegorical an island celled Albion
inhabited by a rUling class and a population of peasants
who have neither long-tern memory nor the ability to
conceive of a future and hence are easy to exploit. A
brilliant underpinning concept and a horribly tragic
beginning lead unfortunately from an unusual tale of
perception to a standard story of revolt with a goddess
and elemental rather unfairly weighting the scales. Still
a superior fantasy, though I can't make up my mind about
the oddly LIFE OF BI?IAN-ish jokes about execution on pp.
279 - 81. (Andy Sawyer>

The only thing tha t s tops this book I rom being to telly
worthless is Chalker's wry sense of humour: it is instead
almost totally worthless. This is the second of five end
is a s8d waste of talent. Someone should tell Chelker
that he can write a lot or he can write well, but he
can't do both: perhaps someone hes. (Brendan Wignall)

Robert N. Chaurette - - FUfll YOUR OWN TRUTH (Roc, 1991,
329pp, £4.50)

Sequel to CHOOSE YOUR ENEMIES CAREFULLY, with enother in
the Shadowrun fusion of cyberpunk and magic. The plot is
as confusing as that sounds, with Als and shamanistic
totems battling it out. Essentially dumb. (Andy Sewyer>

A BAD DAY FOR ALl BABA (Headline,Craig Shaw Gardner
1991, £8.99 >

Since this book, volume one 01 Le Guin's four Earthsea
books, was first published in 1968, it has deservedly
become a cl"lssic, a novel that. every fantasy enthusiast
must read. Originally it was aimed at children, but it is
one of those books tha t appeals to every ege group, and
readers who discover it as adults will be equally
delighted.

A WIZARD OF EARTHSEA tells of the childhood and
youth of the wizard Ged "who in his day became both
dragon lord and Archmage ...but this is a tale of the time
before his lame, belore the songs were made." Ged is the
most talented of all the students at the school of
wizards on the Isle of Roke, but he is over-proud of his
abili ties and unduly sensitive about his humble origins
as a goatherd. One night, in an attempt to prove himself
superior to another student wizard, he works an
enchantment that rips open the fabric of the world and
lets through an evil, a dark shadow, that only he can
destroy.

Le Guin's storytelling combines with her evocation of
the sights and sounds of the world of Earthsea to make
this novel one of the best fantasies ever written. The
various episodes in the story - Ged's confrontation with
the ancient dragon of Pendor, his sojourn in the tower of
a witch - and the terror of I irs try his tlight from, end
then his hunting down of the shadow are so vividly
realised that the reader is convinced that if magic
existed it would work just as it does in this book, where
a mage's power comes Irom his learning a person or
objec t 's true name.

Admittedly this is traditional lantasy in that it is
set in a t eudal- type wor Id where male char'acters have
most of the action, but the writing that describes this
world and its inhabitants is fresh and original and
brings the mages and other characters imaginatively to
life.

A WIZARD OF EARTHSEA is a complete story in itself,
but I defy anyone to read it without wanting to read the
other EARTHSEA novels. It is a book to read and re-read,
with enjoyment every time.

Piers Anthony - - ISLE OF VIEW (N.E.L., 1991, 344pp, £7.99)

Trade peperback (also available in hardcover> edition of
the 13th in the Xanth series, deliberetely less punny

. Also available in hardback, DARKNESS, TELL US sterts with
a group of students around a oulja board and What
happens after they are told about a treasure on a
mountain side. Sex, violence and death are the outcomes,
but there is elso tender, romantic love. Laymon keeps up
the pace and tension in eech facet. The plot falters at
times but he kick-starts it back into acti~n so
effectively you'd hardly notice. Don't play with oulja
boards, kids - you never know wha t you'll find ou t ebou t
your friends. (Andy Sawyer)

Stephen Marley - - MORTAL MASK (Legend, 1991, 404pp,
£8.99)

Trade paperback edition (also available in hardback> of a
decidedly odd fentasy set in 1st-Century 10..0. China, which
builds from an incoherent, elmost incomprensible beginning
to an etmospheric climex. Chia Black Dragon Oregon is a
beautiful, powerful lesbian semi-immortal who is
obViously someone's seK-fentasy locked in mortal combat
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with her dead brother. Touches of inventive Goth
flavoured imagery, helpings of authentic-sounding Chinese
legendry, .md inven tive action-magic scenes still don't
stop this from delivering less than it promises, due
partly to some pretty crappy dialogue. Wait for the A
format and speed through :it to VERY LOUD music. (Andy
Sawyer)

Mick Mercer - - GOTHIC ROCK: All you ever wanted to know
(Pegasus, 1991, 178pp, £9.99)

COLLISION

(Readers'

COURSE

letters)

So far out on the fringes of our area of coverage you'll
need a map and compass to get back, but you might care
to note references to Poe, the pre-Raphaelites, and Storm
Cons tan tine among the entries tor various obscure bands
who did ten gigs and released one 'single before becoming
Polytechnic rent officers. Totally fascinating. And in this
context the Storm Constantine entry is actually one of
the best things I've seen about her. And The Cure "always
were and always will be a pop band" which comes as no
surprise to me wha tsoever. (Andy Sawyer)

David Morrell - - THE COVENANT OF THE FLAME (Headline,
1991, 56~pp, £4.99)

Taut, lean thriller from the creator of Rambo fusing
near-future ecological issues with the survival of the
Albigensian Heresy. The sort of fusion book which could
have' 'been nearer to other genres if the author had
wanted it, but as it is makes an exciting read for the
widest possible audience. And why not? (Andy Sawyer)

R.A. Salvatore - - OOJURN (Penguin, 1991, 309pp, £4.50)

Conclusion of the .. lA.~rk Elf trilogy in which Drizzt,
unjustly accused of a massacre, is pursued by a bounty
hunter. Apparently, SOJURII "puts the iinishing touches on
the ii,'st stage of [SalvatOl'e's] writing career", which is
89 t8ctl ul a way of saying "I'm done with this cr8p" as
I've ever re8d. (Andy Sawyer>

Keith Taylor - - BARD V: FELIMID'S HOMECOMING (Headline,
1991, 280pp, £3 .99)

Apparent conclusion - but with hints 01 expansion - of
the Bard series, with Felimid returning to Ireland t or a
showdown with a pretender to the title of Archdruid. To
traditional sword-and-sorcery plot ting is added some
gritty 6th-Century historical flavouring. There's lots of
action, some fairly dUI f poetry, and plenty of magic. I
tinished entertained enough to want to read the previous
four and appreciative of Taylor's research: certainly
better than most Celtic lantasy I've read in a long while.
(Andy Sawyer)

/'

Andy Mills' thrOWing open of the 1NTE'RZOIIEIMIUIOII issue
issue brouBht a flood of letter frolD STEVE GROVE'R, who
wrote:

It prompted me to cancel my long-standing subscription to
IZ.

It wasn't the Millizone issue itself that made me do
it, but the increasing arroBance and smug complacency
that have been displayed by IZ's editorial stafl over the
last few years . .. they got it wrong, they cheated their
readers ... If their problems were as bad as he has
made out then what they should have done, but (for
reasons 01 pride and newsaBent distribution, no doubt)
could not bear to do, was miss a month. As it is, without
a change at the top, 1 will not miss IZ at all.

Given that we are now six months away from this topic,
this issue is now declared dead and gone. Other topics
for discussion are welcome: please note thet this issue's
lettercol is smaller than its heeding.

. .

........................................................
Robert Thurston BLOOONAME (Roc, 1991, 281pp, t.3.99)

WANTED: A NEW EDITOR.

Being the second book in the Jade Phoenix trilogy,
BLOODNAME will be almos t incomprehensible to anyone who
has not read the first volume, or played the "Battletech"
wargame. Hughe, hulking warriors in huge, hulking
BattleMechs stride through a huge, hulking heavy-handed
plot driven only by hate, ambition and a really odd sense
of honour. Events get dangerously close to being almost
exciting in the last few chapters, or maybe I was just
anxious to finish it, and read something worthwhile.
(Martin Sutherland)

Margaret Weis • Tracy Hiclu.an <Eds,) - - DRAGONLANCE
TALES COLJ..fX:TOR'S EDITION: 77IE J1AGH: OF KRYNN: KENTJER.
GUlLY DIIARVES AND GNOlfES and LOVE AND liAR (Penguin,
1991, 698pp, £9.99)

PAPEfo.'BACK INFF:RNO

needs fresh hands. Not much money (well, none, to
be honest) but a chance to shape the BSFA's
review of paperbacks.
If you think you have what it takes, write to
the BSFA Co-ordinator,
KEV McVEIGH, 37 Firs Road, MUnethorpe,
Cumbrie, LA7 7QF with details ebout your
self and how you would develop the magazine.. .

........................................................

<Reviewed by Andy Hills)

INT£RZON£ 54 - 55
(December 1991 - January 1992)

With the end of the year come the customary annual polls,
end IZ reeders have been invited to vote tor their
tevourite stories of 1991: a difficult choice this year
with some strong contenders, such es Nicola Griffith, Lois

Omnibus edition of three Dragon1ance collections. Although
my opinion of Dragonlance is largely unchanged since the
saga first appeared, I have learned to my cost that it's
by no means rock-bottom among fantasy-gaming epics. Fans
will buy this because it's there. Non-fans will have no
reason at all to look beyond the (stylish) cover. In PI 73
I reviewed two of the books here, pointing out one good
story (Richard A, Knaack's 'Definitions of Honour' from
KENDER) and the amusing fannish commentary 'Into The
Heart of the Story' by Michael Williams, and conclUding
that these books are "children's books of an essential but
undemanding nature", I still think that's true, qualifying
it only by pointing out the undoubted skill that goes
into such world-building. I still don't like the stories or
characters much, but that's another tale (Andy
Sawyer)

Cl Upon the rack
.
In print"
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ISLE OF YIEW (N,E,L,)
ROBO T ADEP r (N, E,L, )
SERPENI'S SILYER (Grit Ion)
THE ASINOY CHRONICLES (Vol!
(Legend)
N,Y,T,H, INC, LINK (Legend)
NYlH-NONERS AND IN-PERYECTlONS
(Legend)
STAR TREK: THE CLASSIC EPISODES
(Vol! I - 3) (Blnln Spectrl)
THE DAY IT RAINED FOREYER (Roc)
KEEPERS OF THE PEACE (Corgl)
THE FALL OF THE SKY LORDS
(Gol hncI)
BROKEDOWN PALACE (Pin)
XENOCIDE (Legend)
EMPIRES OF FLUX AND ANCHOR (Roc)
FI NO YOUR OWN TRUTH (Roc)
ALIEN SEX (Grlfton)
THE REAL STORY (Fonhnl)
HIGH WIZARDRY (Corgl)
A BAD DAY FOR All BABA (Head IIne)
ALBJON (Headline)
WINTERLONG (Blntn)
WULF (Held line)
DARK SEEkER (Pin)
DARkNESS. TELL US (Heldl i ne)
ONE RAINY NIGHT (Headline)
A WIZARD OF EARl HSEA (Roc)
THE ROWAN (Corgl)
HALO (Legend)
NORTAL NASk (Legend)
GOTHIC ROCK (Pegasu!)
THE REYENGE OF THE ROSE (6ralton)
THE COVENANT OF THE FLANE
(Headl i ne)
HONEGOING (GolllncI)
NOYING PICTURES (Corgl)
I YORY (Legend)
PARADISE (Legend)
KISS OF DEATH (N,E,L,)
SO/URN (Penguin)
THE SHINING FALCON (Colgl)
I SHUDOER AT YOUR TOUCH (Roc)
NOONDANCE (Go111ncI)
DEDALUS BOOK OF BRITISH FANTASY:
THE 191h CENTURY (Dedllus)
CRYSTAL EXPRESS (Legend)
OTHERSYDE (Headl Ine)
FELNID'S HONECONING: BARD IV
(Headl I ne)
THE ANINAL WIFE (Fonhnl)
BLOODNANE (Roc)

DRAGONLANCE TALES COLLECTORS'
EDI TlON (Penguin)
ELYEN STAR (Blnta.)
THE NAklN6 OF StAR IREK (Tihn)
THE BROKEN WHEEL (N,E,L,)
IHE CITADEL OF THE AUTARCH
(Legend)
PANOORA BY HOLLY HOLLANDER
(N,E ,L,)
THE SWORD OF THE LI CTOR
WOLFKING (Heldllne)

WOLFE, G,

needs Iresh hands. Not much money <well, none, to
be honest) but e chance to shape the BSFA's
review of paperbacks,
If you think you have whst it tskes, write to
the BSFA Co-ordinator,
KEV McVELGH, 37 Firs Road, Milnethorpe,
CUllbria, LA7 lQF with detsils sbout your
self end how you would develop the magszine,

ms, N, I HICkNAN, T,
WHlTFIELO, S,E, I ROOOENCERRY, G,
WINGROYE, 0,
WOLFE, G,

STERLING, B,
STRACZYNSK I. J. H,
TAYLOR, k,

WOLFE, G,
WOOD, B,

THOMAS, E, N,
THURSTON, R,

WEIS, N, I HICkNAN, T, (Eds)

POHL, F,
PRATCHETT, T,
RESNIK, N,
RESNIK N
RHODES, D,
SALYATORE, R,A,
SHERNAN, J,
SLUNG, N, (Ed,)
SONTOW, S, P
STABLEFORD, B,

ASPRIN, R,L,
ASPRIN, R,L,

BRUSr. S,
CARD, O,S,
CHALKER, / ,L,
CHAURETTE, R, N,
DATLOW, E, (Ed,)
DONALOSON, S,
OUANE, 0,
GARONER, C, S,
GRANT, /,
HANO, E,
HARRIS, S,
SETER, K,W,
LAYNON, R,
LAYNON, R,
LE GUIN, U,
NcCAFFREY, A,
NADOOX, T,
NARLEY, S,
NERCER, N,
MOOR COCK , M,
NORRELL, 0,

BLlSH, /,

BRADBIJRY, R,
BROOkE, K,
BROSNAN, J,

ANTHONY, P,
ANTHONY, P,
ANTHONY, P, I t1ARGROFF, R, E,
AmOY, I.

1'11 ton, Kim Newmen and Eugene Byrne. My top two, however,
are 'Approp.-tate Love' (TZ 50 by Greg EgBn tollowed by
'A Sensitive Dependence on Inittal Conditions' (49) by Kim
Stanley Robinson. Egan, you may remember, won the poll
lest yeer end - with 'Blood Sisters' had enother strong
story this year.

Truth to tell there's nothing in these two issues to
seriously worry 'Best of the Year' voters. Egen comes es
near as anybody with 'The Hundred Light-year Diary' <55).
In Robert S11verberg's THE STOCHASTlC MAN Martin Carvajal
postul"tes the idea of parallel-but- time-reversed worlds
es one possible explanetion of his ebil1ty to "see" the
future. Egen tekes this concept <consciously, I think,
given the story's opening location), provides a scientific
explanation and then explores some of the consequences.
The result is certainly interesting but the idea really
requires e longer vehicle then the short story tormat can
provide. 'Self-Secr1fice' by the psuedonymous Frands
Amery <54) is e memorable if unsevouI'y story. An elderly
men picks up e heroin-addicted prostitute in order to
dress her like his dead daughter and then fuck her. But
his confession to the d"ugged girl is even more
unpleesant. More enjoyeble in the same issue is Devid
Langford's 'Encounter of Another Kind', a humorous attack
on religious zeel (set near the former home of a lemous
sf writer, though I'm not certain that this is pertinent!>
Also worth reeding is 'The Queen of the Burn Plain' by
Keith Brooke <55) in which a girl meets up with the serni
my thic human inhabiten t 0 f an alien volcano and lis tens
to the woman's story. Nicely done, with a nea t ending in
which the girl's survival depends on the credence she
gives to the story.

The other tales are below average. 1Z 54 I irst. In
David Brin's 'What Continues, What lails ... ' a scientist
investigating the nature of black holes becomes pregnant.
The birth ot her daughter coincides with t.he success of
her exped,nent and the perallel leads to he," revelation
as to the na tUI'e ot the unive,"se. Characters and plot
exist simply to flesh ou t. the theor'y and metaphysical
speculation and while these notions are engaging enough

the story is not. Rather better is 1~(JI"ly Brown's '!lad
Timing' which exploi ts a time travel pa"adox in an
amusing lashion, even if the pr"emise is rather
implausible. Bu t "liquid cal f eine" Instead of "cof lee"?
Also of interest is 'Enola' by Alastair Reynolds, a post
holocaus t story abou t a child who d,"eams she is a war
machine - an Enola - which in a somewha t con trived
fashion she and we learn is her middle name. With 'The
Birth of Sons' Sharon . Hall postUlates a future where
women no longer exist except as wombs to produce men.
Unpleasantand unnecessary. To IZ now. In 'Tracks' Nicholas
Royle once again looks at a commonplace aspect ot lif e
and turn it into somethI.I1g weird. Unfortunately this tale
of insecurity doesn't realise its possibilities. Paul di
Filippo's 'War Id Wal"s Ill' plunges us in to an 31 terna te
world where nuclear de'Jelopment never occurred because a
time- traveller single-mindedly preven ted it. A nice read,
though the story-within-a-story format knocks the initial
pace on the head, 'Virtuous Reality' by Brian Stablelord
is a Poe pastiche set in the 'Vir"tual Reality' world of
the twen ty-thtr-d cen tury and has an 01 t - the-cu t I lee1 to
it. Stuar t Palmer's 'The Discon tinuum Kitchen' is crisply
written in the future tense, though in trutl). this is all
that distinguishes it from a host 01 other stories about
experiments with time that go wrong. I gathered Irom
Stephen Bax ter 's 'The Glldel Sun flowers' tha t Kapur is on
an assim11etion mission to the Snowflake, a tetrahedron
measuring ten million miles along its edges. The rest
lost me!

Author interviews are with Robert Rankin <54) and
Christopher Fowler" (55), <The latter, apparently, was
successful in adver tising belore tur'ning - ell or tlessly,
it seems - to writing books, Surely it can't be that easy?
For those lis t-makers among us Richard Kadrey and Larry
HcCaffrey <in 12 54) give us the influences which shaped
cyberpunk (though it is not clear whether theseint luences
are personal or Widely gleaned) and in iz 55 there are
very usef ul bibliographies of C,J, Che"ryh end Greg Egan,
Also in 55 there's the hugely enjoyable 'Wisdom of the
Ancients' by David Langlord, who applies Lewis Cerroll's
words of edvice on wr iting 1.0 modern fan tasy, with
results that had ,ne laughing out loud,
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